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Strategy and operating
environment
With innovative ranges, a focus on sustainability, the
expansion of modern store concepts and new formats, Coop is making a statement which strengthens
its p
 osition on the Swiss retail market. Coop is driving forward digitalization in all areas, is automating
processes and is adapting its supply chain to new demands. In wholesale, Coop is working with Transgourmet to broaden its expertise and is expanding in its
existing markets as well as new ones.
Coop is committed to sustainability and verticalization
in the production of strategically important goods and
benefits from an efficient organization.
Profile of the Coop Group
Active in retail as well as wholesale and production
The Coop Group operates in the retail as well as wholesale and production sectors. In the retail sector,
Coop operates supermarkets and various specialist formats in Switzerland. The Coop Group is the
market leader in many of these formats. In wholesale, the Coop Group operates in Germany, Poland,
Romania, Russia, France, Austria, Switzerland and latterly in Spain through Transgourmet. The Transgourmet Group is Europe’s second-largest cash & carry and food service company. In the production
sector, the internationally active Bell Food Group is the biggest company in the Coop Group. In addition
to the Bell Food Group, the Coop Group also operates other manufacturing companies in Switzerland.
The Coop Group is a cooperative
The Coop Group has a history that goes back over 150 years and it has always been structured along
cooperative lines. At the organizational level, it is divided into six regions and has over 2.5 million cooperative members. For the Coop Group, the focus is on the customers - the members of the cooperative.
It gears all its efforts to their needs. As a cooperative, the Coop Group does not strive to maximize profits; because of this, it plans and invests sustainably for the long term.

Strategies and objectives
Aligned to the Corporate Profile
A shared vision, a shared corporate profile and company-specific mission statements shape the Coop
Group’s day-to-day work and corporate culture. Over 95 420 employees share the same Group vision:
“Together to the top”. The corporate profile is also the same for all sales formats and companies in the
Coop Group. It expresses how we perceive our work: close, diverse, distinctive, innovative and partnership-oriented. The mission statements are set out for each company and each format individually and
reflect its positioning in the sector and strategic focus. With their respective mission statements, the
companies and formats make their contribution to the Group-wide vision and corporate profile.
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Growth and internationalization
In terms of growth and internationalization, the Coop Group pursues two strategic thrusts. In retail,
efforts are focused on the targeted optimization and expansion of the network of sales outlets. This
involves making adjustments to the ranges, launching new formats and expanding existing formats.
Moreover, the Coop companies engage with digitalization to introduce new online shops and services,
further expand the omnichannel offering and make processes more efficient. In this way, the Coop
Group is strengthening its position on the domestic market. In wholesale, it is opening up new markets
in Europe, thereby expanding the market position of the Transgourmet units. This can be secured both
through organic growth and through acquisitions.
Verticalization
For goods of particular strategic importance, Coop is committed to verticalization, i.e. integrating manufacturing companies into its business activities. Whether meat from the Bell Food Group, water from
Pearlwater, cereals from Swissmill or chocolate from Halba, integrating the manufacturing companies
enables Coop to respond swiftly to new trends and exploit the synergies between the Retail and Wholesale/Production business areas. The business areas generally work closely together and exploit synergies in purchasing and logistics. Furthermore, the manufacturing companies produce products for retail
and wholesale. The objective is to exhaust the available synergy potential, set the range apart with
distinctive products, and attain even greater efficiency, which will translate into lower consumer prices.
Digitalization
Coop is pursuing two main strategic thrusts where digitalization is concerned. The primary purpose of
digitalization must be to even better meet customers’ individual needs and simplify the shopping process. At the same time, it should make behind-the-scenes processes even more efficient and economical.
Coop has devised a digitalization concept specifically for this purpose, which is systematically geared
towards customer service and is broken down into seven pillars. Topics such as “E-Business and CRM”,
“Category Management and Purchasing”, “Communication”, “Goods flow management” and “Logistics” as well as “E-back office” and “IT Infrastructure” are the priorities.
One cornerstone is the omnichannel approach, combining online and in-store trading. The Coop companies are among the leading Swiss companies in online trading. As well as the online shop coop.ch with
its supermarket range, all non-food specialist formats also have dedicated online shops. Goods ordered
online can either be delivered to the customer’s home or collected in person at the POS of the specialist
format in question or at one of more than 1 100 pick-up stations (click & collect). Drawing on its wide
network of POS, the Coop Group is systematically increasing the number of pick-up stations in Switzerland. In total, the Coop Group operates 41 online shops, 24 of those in retail and 17 in the Wholesale/
Production business area.
As well as the omnichannel approach, Coop is also committed to the Microspot.ch e-business platform.
Microspot.ch is the Coop Group’s online non-food platform. This Swiss online shopping portal brings
together national and international wholesalers as distributors, and sells an extensive, diverse range of
non-food products. Microspot.ch also has products from the Coop Group’s non-food formats, including
Coop Building & Hobby and Import Parfumerie.
Digitalization provides lots of opportunities to open up new markets. Coop is also driving the development of innovations, as a main partner of Digital Switzerland and with Kickstart Accelerator – the digital
innovation hub for start-ups.
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Purchasing strategy
The aim of Coop’s purchasing strategy is to secure access to raw material sources and safeguard the
high quality of those sources. In Switzerland, Coop is committed to long-term partnerships with Swiss
agriculture. Purchasing regional and local products, as well as organic products, is an important aspect
of this. Sustainability is a key element of purchasing, both at home and abroad. Working with producers
in emerging and developing countries in particular, Coop is implementing a multitude of projects which
involve high social responsibility and environmental standards. The projects also stabilize income and
production in those countries. The Coop Group handles the purchasing of food and non-food products
in Asia via its subsidiary Eurogroup Far East Ltd. The branches in Hong Kong, Shanghai, Delhi and, since
spring 2020, in Ho Chi Minh City enable the Coop Group to safeguard and enforce all the quality specifications on the local market, and to support business partners in the Far East in implementing environmental and social standards. Coop subsidiary Alifresca is responsible for purchasing fruit and vegetables in Spain and Italy. As well as providing customers with quality assurance, Alifresca also delivers the
goods to all of the Coop Group’s distribution points throughout Europe, ensuring the right quantities
reach each market. Alifresca’s Food division has expanded the purchase and delivery of cheese from
Italy and integrated more product lines, such as panettone. Agecore, the internationally renowned purchasing alliance in Europe formed to promote the development of cross-border activities in the retail
sector, is also seeking to create additional synergies in purchasing. Both nationally and internationally,
Coop is committed to long-term partnerships with its suppliers, with whom Coop is optimizing the supply chain and exploiting synergies.
Quality Management
For 116 years, Coop has been operating laboratories in order to satisfy stringent product quality
requirements. Taking a risk-oriented approach, the laboratories test products at every stage of the
product chain for compliance with the statutory quality and safety requirements, as well as industry
standards and the relevant norms. Business partners of Coop and Coop’s employees also play a crucial
role in quality assurance. Coop selects reliable business partners who satisfy the quality requirements
and whose manufacturing processes are certified to international standards. There are inspection
concepts in place for own-label brands and officially recognized labels which serve to guarantee compliance with the relevant requirements. As well as its own inspection activities carried out by quality
assurance experts, Coop also works with independent inspection agencies.
Goal-setting process
To ensure that long-term strategies give rise to effective measures each year, the Coop Group has, since
2001, had a uniform, top-down goal-setting process in place. Every year, it defines key objectives that
apply to the Group as a whole. Based on these goals, concrete measures are developed right down to
the operational levels. With a view to the continuous further development of its sustainability commitment, the Coop Group has set multi-year targets for all divisions covering the three pillars of its sustainability concept.

Economic and political environment
Growth in Swiss retail sector
The Covid pandemic remained the cause of major shifts in demand in 2021. As a result of the tightening
of measures to combat the pandemic, the start of the year saw a drop in private consumer spending.
The closure of non-essential high street retail for around 1.5 months and the closure of the restaurants
until early summer were a major blow. Moreover, the work-from-home recommendation kept many employees away from the workplace. These measures led to a shift in consumer spending, away from services and towards consumer goods. Food retail continued to benefit from restaurant closures in the first
half of the year, as well as restrictions on shopping tourism, but was subsequently unable to match the
previous year’s sales figures which were greatly boosted by the pandemic. Nonetheless, food sales in
2021 were significantly higher than in 2019. In non-food retail, sales collapsed due to lockdown. When
the sector reopened, demand quickly recovered, and for the year as a whole non-food retail reported
growth year-on-year. It benefited from the move away from services and towards consumer durables
such as furniture and electronic appliances as a consequence of the pandemic.
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CO2 Act vote
Coop and the IG DHS Swiss retailers’ organization championed the new CO2 Act. While we must accept
the rejection of the Act, Coop is disappointed. We now lack a binding strategy for reducing greenhouse
gas emissions across all sectors - a commitment that Switzerland has made in the Paris Agreement. It
is now imperative that we quickly find new solutions. Coop and the IG DHS Swiss retailers’ organization
will campaign for targeted, ambitious solutions which take proper account of the sectors.
Pesticide initiatives
The drinking water and pesticide initiatives have both been rejected at the ballot box. Coop and the IG
DHS Swiss retailers’ organization also opposed the initiative, on account of the range of demands they
entailed. During the parliamentary debate on the initiatives, however, the IG DHS did campaign vociferously for a counterproposal. Having put further developments in agricultural policy from 2022 onwards
on hold (AP22+), in March Parliament adopted measures including a reduction schedule for pesticides
and nutrients that is enshrined in law. Coop closely monitored the parliamentary process and campaigned for a credible statutory regulation.

